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1 Proverbs and sayings quiz. Circle the correct answer. 

 

1. What is the mother of invention? 

a) bad luck  b) problem-solving c) necessity 

 

2. What is mightier than the sword? 

a) the pen  b) a light sabre c) the gun 

 

3. Who shouldn’t throw stones? 

a) cooks   b) people who live in glass houses c) politicians 

 

4. What is thicker than water? 

a) wine   b) blood  c) orange juice 

 

5. Who flock together? 

a) birds of a feather  b) pigs  c) sleeping dogs  

5  

 

2 Match the phrases on the left with the prepositional phrases on the right. Write the 

letters on the dotted lines. 

 

1. recite a poem   - ……….   A. behind the times 

2. We’re late!      - ……….   B. at daybreak 

3. very fashionable  - ……….   C. from memory 

4. You’re too young!   - ……….   D. in flames 

5. no clothes    - ……….   E. in vogue 

6. I haven’t eaten!   - ……….   F. in the nude 

7. very early    - ……….   G. on an empty stomach 

8. It’s burning!  - ……….   H. under age 
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3 Adjective or adverb? Use the right form of the given words as adjectives or as adverbs. 

 

1. Only my friends know how I can manage my company so 1_____________________ 

(successful). 

 

2. Only few people know that I don’t really have to work 2______________________(hard). 

 

3. My 3______________________ (brilliant) ideas come to me quite 4__________________ 

(unexpected). 

4. Very often I sit 5____________________ (quiet) and 6____________________ (peaceful) 

in my 7_______________________ (special) armchair.  

 

5. I drink a 8__________________ (nice) cup of tea and I think 9___________________ 

(deep) about the problems I want to solve. 

 

6. Some of my friends know me really 10___________________(good).     
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4 Read the text about four different films. For which film are the statements below true? 

Write the letters A-D next to the right statement. 

  
A: 1408 

Based on the short Stephen King horror story of the same name, 1408 tells the story of a writer named 

Mike Enslin. As research for his latest book, Enslin is determined to check out room 1408 in a New 

York City hotel by personally staying as a guest in the room. What he doesn’t know is that the horrific 

past of 1408 is not just a myth… 

B: Evening 

This is an emotional film that demonstrates the love between mother and daughter. It shows the 

current relationship of a mother, played by Vanessa Redgrave, and her two daughters. The mother also 

shares with her daughters the story of her past, including her love for a man named Harris, which, in 

the end, brings them closer together. 

C: Ratatouille 

This animated film was created by the well-known animation company Pixar, and focuses on Remy, a 

rat who is constantly risking his life in an expensive French restaurant because of his love of good 

food, as well as his desire to become a chef. He teams up with a young boy who works at the 

restaurant in order to make the finest ratatouille in all of France. 

D: Vitus  

The film tells the story of a talented boy whose parents push him to become a pianist. However, one 

day the boy, Vitus, is no longer willing to follow his parents’ wishes because he wants to follow his 

own dreams. 

 

1. This film is in the form of a cartoon. -    1________ 

2. The parents in the movie put pressure on their child. -  2________ 

3. The story is based on a Stephen King novel. -   3________ 

4. Little children would especially enjoy this film. -   4________ 

5. The main character plays a musical instrument.-   5________ 

6. The title of the film refers to a hotel room. -   6________ 

7. The setting is a French restaurant. -    7________ 

8. The mother talks about her past in th e film. -   8________ 

9. One of the main characters is an animal. -    9________ 

10. This is a scary film. -       10_______ 
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5 Match the two halves of the sentences logically. Write the letters in the boxes below. 

1 My little brother started school   A all day. 

2 The Prime Minister hasn’t been abroad   B when he was six. 

3 I caught a cold      C in the 19
th

 century. 

4 My father has been asleep in bed    D since January. 

5 The Red Cross started     E several minutes ago. 

6 The dentist has asked us to wait    F when we went out in the rain. 

7 The last bus left     G for a few minutes.  

 

           

             

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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6 Complete the sayings and proverbs with one of the prepositions. There is one extra 

word which you do not need. Write your answers on the dotted lines. 

with, in, on, over, without, from, at 

 

1. Have several irons ………………..………... the fire. 

2. It’s no use crying …………………......…… spilt milk. 

3. Keep the wolf ……………………..……….  the door. 

4. Kill two birds ……………………..……….. one stone. 

5. The grass is always greener ………….…………..  the other side. 

6. There is no smoke ………………….……...  fire. 
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